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IV. CONCLUSIONS
An automatic method has been proposed for designing halfbandnonrecursivequadraturemirror
filters with the desired
behavior of the stop and transition bands.
This method is based on ananalyticalformulawhich
has
been derived to represent a duly defined approximation error:
in this way the set of coefficients which minimize this error
can be computed by means of a well known nonlinear optimization procedure.

Fig. 4. Frequency response of the 32-tap quadrature mirror filter.
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Fig.6. Reconstruction error between the output and the input of the
system of Pig. 1 (codecs not included). 16 taps.
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Abstract-A finite number of lost samples from an oversampled bandlimited signal can be restored from the remaining samples. This paper
explores the noise sensitivity of a linear algorithm
that performs such
restoration. Eventhough the problem is well posed, restoration noise
level can become prohibitively high for a)sampling rates close to the
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Fig. 7. Reconstruction error between the output and the input of the
system of Fig. 1 (codecs not included). 32 taps.
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Nyquist rate, and b) too many lost samples. Numerical results of restoration noise level are given for the cases of one lostsample, two (not
necessarily adjacent) samples and asequence of M adjacent lost samples.
The effects of both truncation and noise are evaluated for the case of a
single lost sample in a stochastic signal. The results are compared with
the corresponding minimum mean-square error of the lost sample. Although suboptimal, the truncated lost sample samplingestimate is more
straightforward computationally and does not require detailed knowledge of the signal or noise second-orderstatistics. '
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k,(x; n) = k(x; n ) * 2W sinc(2 Wx)
= r sinc(2 Wx -

rn)

(4)

where aqp is the qpth element of the matrix A = (I - S ) - ' , I
is the identity matrix, andS is a Toeplitz matrix with elements
{xm, = r sinc r ( m - n)l(rn, n ) E % X In }. The asterisk denotes
I. INTRODUCTION
convolution.Notethatthe
r subscriptdenotesthefiltered
In the absence of noise a finite number of lost samples in an equivalent of thenonsubscriptedcase.Correspondingly,we
shall refer to (1) as the unfiltered and (2)as the filtered case.
oversampled band-limited signal can be regained from the reThesamplingtheoremisalsoapplicabletobandlimited
maining known samples [ 1]. Such a restoration falls under the
f! (x) denote a real zero-mean wide
[ 2]-[4]; stochastic processes. Let
titleofinterpolation-aprocessthatiswellposed
sense' stationary random signal with autocorrelation
that is, the ratio of restoration error to data noise levels can
be bound, Clearly, the performance
of such restoration algoRp(x - Y ) = E [ e ( x > e c Y ) l
rithms will generally worsen (and the bound increase) when
a) the sampling rate becomes closer
to the Nyquist rate, and
where E ( - )denotes the expected value operator. Let !(x) be
b) the numberof lost samples increases.
bandlimited with bandwidth 2W in the sense that
In this paper, we investigate the sensitivityof the restoration
W
algorithm in [ 1 ] t o additive samplewise white noise. The variRe(x)
=
sp(u) exp (i2nux) du
ance of the corresponding restoration uncertainty is used as a
measure of the algorithm's performance.
For a single lost sample in a zero-mean wide sense stationary where the power spectral densityof the process is
stochastic signal, the effects of both data noise and truncation
rm
on the estimation error are considered: first
using the truncated
lost sample sampling theorem (ST) estimate and then using the
s
e
=~
R ) ! ( x )exp (-j2nux) dx.
minimum linear mean-square error (MSE) estimate. Although
theSTapproach
is suboptimal,itsimplementationrequires
Motivated by (1) and (2), we define the following processes
only a bound on the signal bandwidth. It does not depend on
a detailed knowledge of the second-order statistics of the sig- in terms of 'the known samples
nal and noise as does the MSE estimate.

I,

J--

11. PRELIMINARIES
Here, without elaboration, we restate the results in [ 1 1. Let
f(x) denote a finite energy deterministic band-limited
signal
with bandwidth 2 W. That is

1,

and

W

f(x) =

F ( u ) exp (j2nux) du

Using (5)'and (6) one can straightforwardly show in a manner
paralleling Papoulis [ 71 that, if r 1, f(x) and ??(x) are equal
t o f (x) in the mean-square sense. That is

<

where

F ( u )=

s:

f(x) exp(-j2nux)dx.

E[lf(x) - ,&(x)12]= 0

(7)

E[l!(x) - fr(x)l21 = 0.

(8)

and

Let 2B be a sampling rate equal to or in excess of the Nyquist
rate 2W. Define the sampling rate parameter r = W/B
1. Let
% denote a set of indices corresponding to M lost samples. If
r 1, we can regainf(x) from the sample set {f(rn/2B)lrn
4 ¶i}
via

<

<

111. NOISESENSITIVITY
Let ((x) denote a real zero-mean wide sense stationary stochastic process with autocorrelation

Rg(x

- Y )=mE(x)HY)l

and noise level

-

t2 = R E @ )

or

where the interpolation functions are

wheretheoverbardenotestheexpectedvalueoperator.
We
shallassumethattheextent
of theautocorrelation is sufficiently small so that when sampled at a rate of 2B, the samples are white. That is

k(x; n ) = sinc(2Bx - n )

+r

aqp sinc r ( n - q ) sinc(2Bx - p ) (3)
pEm qEnr

and

where 6, is the Kronecker delta.
If f(x) + ((x) is used as input in (1) and (2), the outputs for
the unfiltered and filtered cases are +f(x)
Q(X> and f(x) + Q,(x),
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respectively, where

and
To evaluate this sum, we rewrite (2) with=f(x)
r sinc 2W(a

-

x):

m

r sinc 2 ~ ( -a x) = r 2

Thecorrespondinginterpolationnoiselevelsfollow,respectively, as

s i n c ( 2 ~ a- r n ) s i n c ( 2 ~ x- rn).
n = -m

-

(21)

a 2 ( x ) = E[V2(X)1

Setting r = 1 (and thus W = B ) along with a = x , we can evaluate (19):

- _
$(x)

$(x) = E[$(X)l
-

.+.sr

(1 2)

k:(x; n).

--

= v2(k/2B);

kE

.

E[t(x)#XY)l = 0 .

(14)

where we have used (21) with a = x. Thus, increasing the sampling rate reduces the noise level. Contrary to appearance, the
noise level cannot be made arbitrarily small by a corresponding
increase in sampling rate. Eventually, adjacent samples will become correlated and the whitenoise assumption violated.

One Lost Sample
Let M = 1. With no loss in generality, let that sample
the origin. For the unfiltered case, (1 1) becomes

r

(1 5 )
nfo

;Ax> =

PAX)

+ %(X).

1-r

be at

l2

sinc ( r n ) sinc (2Bx)

(16)

5 ) , g ( x ) is

+- 1 2r
-r
For the filtered case, define

(23 1

=r

If %(x) is sampled and restored using ( 5 ) , the result is

= E[7)2(x)1 =$(x).

sinc2(2wx - rn)

n=-m

--

%(X)= [(x) + UX).

In general, ~ ( x is
) not $ationary, Note, from (1
uncorrelated with both f ( y ) and [,.cy).
The restoration error hereis

x
oc

=r2

(13)

Define the observed signal

p w + 17 (x).

k,2(x; n)

n &W

That is, the noise level at the restored sample points is identical for the filtered and unfiltered cases. For k $ f , the noise
level at the unknown sample locations
is generally decreased by
filtering.
Consider next the stochastic signal case.
We assume ((x) is
not correlated with thesignal [ ( y )for all (x, y )

;(x) =

(22)

x

v,2(x)/t2 =

-

For the unfiltered case, $(k/2B) = E'; k 4 R. Upon inspection of the iterative form of the restoration algorithm in [ I ] ,
one can see that
$(k/2B)

t2.

Thus, the noise level of the interpolation at all points is the
same as that of the data samples. Although we have assumed
samplewisewhitenoise,onecanstraightforwardlydemonstrate that (22) is true for any wide sense stationary noise.
For the filtered case and empty, (12) becomes

and
= E'

=

(1 7)

1

sinc (2Bx - n ) sinc ( r n ) sinc (2Bx)

_- I

sinc2(2Bx).
1-r
With appropriate choice of r and a, (21) can be used to evalu(18) ate each of the three n sums. After simplifying, we obtain

The restoration error here is
%(X>= E[I !(x) - &(x)l21
__

=

77;(x>.

(1 9)

Note the normalized noise level approaches unity for large x Thus, the restoration noise levels in (17) and (19) are the equal to the no lost sample
case in (22). The noise level of the
same as for the deterministic signalcase in (1 1) and (12). interpolated point at the origin follows from (24)
as

No Lost Samples
Forpurposesoflatercomparison,considerfirstthecase
where ?lis
i empty.
For
the
unfiltered
case,
(1
1)
becomes

-

$(O)

rp

=-

1-r

__
=

v; (0).
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< <

The result is monotonically increasing on 0 r
1 . Interestingly, for r ,: the normalized interpolation noise level in
(25) is less than unity which is less than the noise level of the
known sample data. Note, however, that
we have yet to filter
the high-frequency componentsof the samplewise white noise.
For the filtered case for one lost sample, (1 2) becomes

<

=-1 - r

r

011

-

p1 sinc(rk)

--

v? (x YE:'
=r2

x

1'

[ E i n c ( 2 ~ x - r n ) t - r 1sinc
- r (rn) sincWx)
(2

nfo

Proceeding in a manner similar
above, we obtain

.

to that for the unfiltered case

For large x, the noise level goes to the no lost sample filtered
equivalent in (23).

Two Lost Samples
Let M = 2 and let the lost samples be located at the origin
and at x = k/2B for some specified k . The 2 X 2 A matrix then
has elements

of (21).
All of the sums above are evaluated as special cases
1 for
Numerical examples of (27) and (28) are shown in Fig.
k = 1 and 5 with
r = 0.2. The lost sample locations here are
at the minima of the unfiltered noiselevelcurves.
Note the
r = 0.8and
consistencywith(12).Asecondexamplefor
k = 1 is shownin Fig.2.Thelostsamplesareatzeroand
unity. The filtered and unfiltered
curves are indistinguishable
near those points.
At the lost sample point locations

I-r
a11 = a22 = -

A

a12 = a21 =

r sinc(rk)

A

where

For large k , the noise level at the origin approaches that for a
single lost sample. If kr is an integer, the noise levels for one
and two lost samples are equal at the lost sample locations. A
After straightforward yet tedious calculations,
(1 1) and (12) plot of (29) is shown in Fig. 3 for k = 1, 2, and 5. The single
become
lostsamplenoiselevelin(25)
is nearlygraphicallyindistin-$(x)/E' = 1 - ( ~ ' + P 2 ) + 2 r [ u 1 1 ( ~ ~ + P ~ ) + u l ~ ( a p + Pguishable
. r ) ~ from the k = 5 curve.

'

A = (1 - r)' - r sinc' (rk).

Sequence of Lost Samples

Clearly, closed form expressions for
(1 1) and (12) become
intractible for larger M. Numerical results for three lost sam4. The noise level at the lost
ples in a row are shown in Fig.
sample locations is shown in Fig.5 for M lost samples in a row.
The noise level increases drastically with respect to the number
ofadjacentlostsamplesandsamplingrateparameter.Correspondingly, the condition number [ 6 ] of the A = [ I - SI-'
matrix increases greatly with largerM and r.

Iv. TRUNCATIONEFFECTS FOR

A LOST SAMPLE
INASTOCHASTICSIGNAL

Consider the case where a single lost sample

is estimated by

N samples on each side of the missing point. In the limit, we
know the sampling estimates in (5) and (6) are optimal in the
sense of minimumlinearmean-squareerror.Truncationand
noisedestroythisoptimality.Inthissection,theeffects
of
these sources of error are considered. The corresponding minimummean-squareerroristhenevaluatedforpurposesof
comparison.
Let M = 1 and , with no loss in generality, let the lost sample
be at the origin. The estimate of the lost sample follows from
(16)and(18)as

Using only N samples from each side, the corresponding truncated estimate is
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Fig. 4. Filtered restoration noise level for three lost samples at 0, +l.
and -1.

Fig. 1. Restoration noise level for two lost samples when sampling at
five times the Nyquist rate (r = 0.2). The solid curves are for k = 1.
The lost samples are at zero and one. The broken line graphs are for
k = 5 with lost samples at -2 and 3. In both cases, the lower curve
represents the filtered case and the upper curve the nonfiltered case.
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Fig. 2. Restoration noise level for two lost samples when r = 0.8 and
k = 1. The lost samples are at zero and one. The solid curve is for
the unfiltered case and broken line plot for thefiltered case. The two
plots are graphically indistinguishablein the region of the lost samples.

Fig. 5. Restoration noise level for M lost samples in a row at the lost
samplelocations. The lower dot valuesineachcasecorrespond
to
r = 0.5 and the upper x's t o r = 0.8.

For samplewise white noise (3 1) becomes

n#o

0.4F
1

nfo
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i
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J

We normalize the error to the noise variance
8
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Fig. 3. Restoration noise level for two lost samples at the lost sample
location as a function of the sampling rate parameter.Thenoise
level for asinglelostsampleisalmostgraphicallyindistinguishable
from the k = 5 plot.

n#O

The mean-square error of this estimate is

Note that the corresponding normalization

&(x)

=Rf(x)/p

is, for x = 0, the signal to noise ratio. Then (3 1) becomes
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11. THE CONCEPTOF ERROR I N THE VARIOUS
TECHNIQUES

Discussion of Various Approaches to the Linear System
Identification Problem
TAPAN K. SARKAR, SOHEIL A. DIANAT,
A K D DONALDD.WEINER
Abstract-This paper deals withthe pole zero identification of a linear
system from a measured input-output record. One objective is to show
that the pencil-of-function method minimizesa weighted version ofthe
Kalman equation error. It follows that the pencil-of-function method
is capableof yielding robust estimatesfor poles located ina given region
of the complex s plane. The second objective of this paper is to illustrate that identical sets of equations arise in three supposedly different
analytical techniques for obtaining the impulse response of a system.
The techniques investigated are 1) the least squares technique basedon
the discrete Wiener-Hopf equation, 2) Pisarenko’s eigenvalue method,
The proof of equivalence is
and 3) Jain’s pencil-of-function method.
valid only for the noise-free case when the system order is known. Insteadofusing
the conventionaldifferentialequationformulation,
equivalence is shown with the integral form utilized in the pencil-offunction method.

Given a specified input x ( t ) , one would like to minimize the
y ( t ) and the
mean-squared error between the actual output
predicted output from the system model. In the Laplace domain,this is mathematicallyequivalenttominimizationof
IE1($)I2 where

and the unknowns and

bi appear in A and B [as defined in

(211.
. ,-

However, even though minimization of !E1(s)I2 with respect
t o bi is a linear problem, the minimization of the squared error
with respect t o ai is a nonlinear problem [ 91. Hence, we tend
t o minimize IE(s)I2 (where E ( s ) ispopularlyknown as the
equation error, after Kalman [ 101 ) rather than IE’ (s)I2. This
is because minimization of IE(s)I2 with respect to ai and bi is a
linear problem. In fact, beginning with Kalman [ 101 in 1958,
almost all polezeromodelingtechniquesutilizethiserror
criterion. The first two techniques-the least-squares and the
I. INTRODUCTION
eigenvalue methods-as implemented by the present researchers,
IE(s)I2. Ontheotherhand,the
In linearsystemidentification,one
is ofteninterested in utilizetheminimizationof
a
obtaining a pole-zero model of an unknown system from mea- thirdtechnique-thepencil-of-functionmethod-minimizes
sured records of the,input and output. If x (f) and y (f) are the weighted IE(s)I2. Thisweighting is particularlyusefulwhen
respective time domain input and output
to the system, then one is interested in very accurate locations of poles and zeros
we are interested in characterizing the impulse response
h ( t ) in a specified region of the complex s plane.
Theobviousquestionnowraised
is “whatguaranteedoes
by a sum of complex exponentials, i.e.,
one have of obtaining a ‘good’solution if IE(s)I2 is minimized?”
n
It is clear when the data is noise free and the system order
n
h ( t ) 2( 1 ) Ai e x ~ ( s i t ) .
is correctly chosen that minimization of
IE(s)I2 is equivalent
i=l
to minimization of IE’ (s)I2. This is because when E ( s ) is zero,
of passing
Here n is referred t o as the order of the system. si and Ai are E’ (x) is of course zero because the latter is the result
1/A(s).
thepolesandtheresiduesatthepoles,respectively.
In the the former through the linear filter
Laplace domain, the problem is to model the transfer function However, if y ( t ) is contaminated with noise, such that the
H ( s ) [which is theLaplacetransform
of h ( t ) ] by a ratio of noise contaminated output Y, (s) is
two polynomials as
then minimization of the error results in
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Thus, the output noise plays a crucial role in computation of
the system poles by minimizing IE(s)12. This is a well observed
[8] , which is similar totheleastfactforProny’smethod
squares technique [ 31.

